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We construct a class of charged, rotating solutions of (n+1)-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-
dilaton gravity with Liouville-type potentials and investigate their properties. These solu-
tions are neither asymptotically flat nor (anti)-de Sitter. We find that these solutions can
represent black brane, with two inner and outer event horizons, an extreme black brane or
a naked singularity provided the parameters of the solutions are chosen suitably. We also
compute temperature, entropy, charge, electric potential, mass and angular momentum of
the black brane solutions, and find that these quantities satisfy the first law of thermody-
namics. We find a Smarr-type formula and perform a stability analysis by computing the
heat capacity in the canonical ensemble. We find that the system is thermally stable for
α ≤ 1, while for α > 1 the system has an unstable phase. This is incommensurate with the
fact that there is no Hawking-Page phase transition for black objects with zero curvature
horizon.
I. INTRODUCTION
It seems likely that gravity is not given by the Einstein action, at least at sufficiently high
energy scales. The most promising alternative seems to be that offered by string theory, where the
gravity becomes scalar-tensor in nature. In the low energy limit of the string theory, one recovers
Einstein gravity along with a scalar dilaton field which is non-minimally coupled to gravity [1].
When a dilaton is coupled to Einstein-Maxwell theory, it has profound consequences for the black
hole solutions. This fact may be seen in the case of rotating Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton (EMD)
black holes of Kaluza-Klein theory with coupling constant α =
√
3 which does not possess the
gyromagnetic ratio g = 2 of Kerr-Newman black hole [2]. Thus, it is worth to find exact solutions
of EMD gravity for an arbitrary coupling constant, and investigate how the properties of black
holes/branes are modified when a dilaton is present. Also it is interesting to investigate the thermal
stability of black holes/branes in the presence of dilaton, and find out the effect of dilaton in the
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2stability of the solutions.
Exact charged dilaton black hole solutions of EMD gravity in the absence of a dilaton potential
have been constructed by many authors [3, 4]. The dilaton changes the casual structure of the
spacetime and leads to curvature singularities at finite radii. These black holes are asymptotically
flat. In recent years, non-asymptotically flat black hole spacetimes are attracting much interest
in connection with the so called AdS/CFT correspondence. Black hole spacetimes which are
neither asymptotically flat nor (anti)-de Sitter [(A)dS] have been found and investigated by many
authors. The uncharged solutions have been found in [5], while the charged solutions have been
considered in [6]. In the presence of Liouville-type potential, static charged black hole solutions
have been discovered with positive, zero or negative constant curvature horizons [7, 8]. Recently,
the properties of these black hole solutions which are not asymptotically AdS or dS, have been
studied [9]. These exact solutions are all static. Charged rotating dilaton black holes with curved
horizon have not been constructed in four or higher dimensions for an arbitrary coupling constant
and arbitrary rotation parameter. Indeed, exact magnetic rotating solutions have been considered
in three dimensions [10], while exact rotating black hole solutions in four dimensions have been
obtained only for some limited values of the coupling constant [11]. For general dilaton coupling,
the properties of rotating charged dilaton black holes only with infinitesimally small charge [12]
or small angular momentum in four [13] and five [14] dimensions have been investigated. For
arbitrary values of angular momentum and charge only a numerical investigation has been done
[15]. Recently, two classes of magnetic rotating solutions in four-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-
dilaton gravity with Liouville-type potential have been constructed by one of us [16]. Although
these solutions are not black holes and represent spacetimes with conic singularities, charged black
string solutions in four-dimensional EMD gravity have also been constructed [17]. Till now, exact
rotating charged dilaton black hole/brane solutions for an arbitrary coupling constant in more than
four dimensions have not been constructed. Our aim in this paper is to construct exact, rotating
charged dilaton black brane in (n+ 1) dimensions for an arbitrary value of coupling constant and
investigate their properties. Specially, we want to perform a stability analysis and investigate the
effect of dilaton on the stability of the solutions.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II is devoted to a brief review of the field equations
and general formalism of calculating the conserved quantities. In Sec. III, we construct the (n+1)-
dimensional charged rotating dilaton black branes with a complete set of rotation parameters and
investigate their properties. In Sec. IV, we obtain the conserved and thermodynamical quantities
of the (n+1)-dimensional black brane solutions and show that these quantities satisfy the first law
3of thermodynamics. In Sec. V, we perform a stability analysis and show that the dilaton creates
an unstable phase for the solutions. We finish our paper with some concluding remarks.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM
The action of (n+1)-dimensional dilaton Einstein-Maxwell gravity with one scalar field can be
written as [7]
IG = − 1
16pi
∫
M
dn+1x
√−g
(
R − 4
n− 1(∇Φ)
2 − V (Φ)− e−4αΦ/(n−1)FµνFµν
)
+
1
8pi
∫
∂M
dnx
√−γΘ(γ), (1)
where R is the Ricci scalar curvature, Φ is the dilaton field and V (Φ) is a potential for Φ. α
is a constant determining the strength of coupling of the scalar and electromagnetic field, Fµν =
∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the electromagnetic field tensor and Aµ is the electromagnetic potential. The last
term in Eq. (1) is the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term which is chosen such that the variational
principle is well-defined. The manifold M has metric gµν and covariant derivative ∇µ. Θ is the
trace of the extrinsic curvature Θab of any boundary(ies) ∂M of the manifold M, with induced
metric(s) γab. In this paper, we consider the action (1) with a Liouville type potential,
V (Φ) = 2Λe4αΦ/(n−1), (2)
where Λ is a constant which may be referred to as the cosmological constant, since in the absence
of the dilaton field (Φ = 0) the action (1) reduces to the action of Einstein-Maxwell gravity with
cosmological constant. The equations of motion can be obtained by varying the action (1) with
respect to the gravitational field gµν , the dilaton field Φ and the gauge field Aµ which yields the
following field equations
Rµν = 4
n− 1
(
∂µΦ∂νΦ+
1
4
gµνV (Φ)
)
+ 2e
−4αΦ
n−1
(
FµηF
η
ν −
1
2(n − 1)gµνFληF
λη
)
, (3)
∇2Φ = n− 1
8
∂V
∂Φ
− α
2
e−
4αΦ
n−1FληF
λη, (4)
∂µ
(√−ge−4αΦn−1 Fµν) = 0, (5)
The conserved charges of the spacetime can be calculated through the use of the substraction
method of Brown and York [22]. Such a procedure causes the resulting physical quantities to
4depend on the choice of reference background. For asymptotically (A)dS solutions, the way that
one deals with these divergences is through the use of counterterm method inspired by (A)dS/CFT
correspondence [23]. However, in the presence of a non-trivial dilaton field, the spacetime may
not behave as either dS (Λ > 0) or AdS (Λ < 0). In fact, it has been shown that with the
exception of a pure cosmological constant potential, where α = 0, no AdS or dS static spherically
symmetric solution exist for Liouville-type potential [6]. But, as in the case of asymptotically AdS
spacetimes, according to the domain-wall/QFT (quantum field theory) correspondence [24], there
may be a suitable counterterm for the stress energy tensor which removes the divergences. In this
paper, we deal with the spacetimes with zero curvature boundary [Rabcd(γ) = 0], and therefore
the counterterm for the stress energy tensor should be proportional to γab. Thus, the finite stress-
energy tensor in (n+1)-dimensional Einstein-dilaton gravity with Liouville-type potential may be
written as
T ab =
1
8pi
[
Θab −Θγab + n− 1
leff
γab
]
, (6)
where leff is given by
l2eff =
(n− 1)(α2 − n)
2Λ
e
−4αΦ
n−1 . (7)
In the particular case α = 0, the effective l2eff of Eq. (7) reduces to l
2 = −n(n − 1)/2Λ of the
AdS spacetimes. The first two terms in Eq. (6) is the variation of the action (1) with respect to
γab, and the last term is the counterterm which removes the divergences. One may note that the
counterterm has the same form as in the case of asymptotically AdS solutions with zero curvature
boundary, where l is replaced by leff . To compute the conserved charges of the spacetime, one
should choose a spacelike surface B in ∂M with metric σij , and write the boundary metric in
ADM (Arnowitt-Deser-Misner) form:
γabdx
adxa = −N2dt2 + σij
(
dϕi + V idt
) (
dϕj + V jdt
)
,
where the coordinates ϕi are the angular variables parameterizing the hypersurface of constant r
around the origin, and N and V i are the lapse and shift functions respectively. When there is a
Killing vector field ξ on the boundary, then the quasilocal conserved quantities associated with the
stress tensors of Eq. (6) can be written as
Q(ξ) =
∫
B
dn−1ϕ
√
σTabn
aξb, (8)
where σ is the determinant of the metric σij, ξ and n
a are the Killing vector field and the unit normal
vector on the boundary B. For boundaries with timelike (ξ = ∂/∂t) and rotational (ς = ∂/∂ϕ)
5Killing vector fields, one obtains the quasilocal mass and angular momentum
M =
∫
B
dn−1ϕ
√
σTabn
aξb, (9)
J =
∫
B
dn−1ϕ
√
σTabn
aςb, (10)
provided the surface B contains the orbits of ς. These quantities are, respectively, the conserved
mass and angular momenta of the system enclosed by the boundary B. Note that they will both
depend on the location of the boundary B in the spacetime, although each is independent of the
particular choice of foliation B within the surface ∂M.
III. (n+ 1)-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTIONS IN EMD GRAVITY
Our aim here is to construct the (n + 1)-dimensional rotating solutions of the field equations
(3)-(5) with k rotation parameters and investigate their properties. The rotation group in (n+1)-
dimensions is SO(n) and therefore the number of independent rotation parameters for a localized
object is equal to the number of Casimir operators, which is [n/2] ≡ k, where [x] is the integer
part of x. The metric of (n+1)-dimensional rotating solution with cylindrical or toroidal horizons
and k rotation parameters can be written as [18]
ds2 = −f(r)
(
Ξdt−
k∑
i=1
aidφi
)2
+
r2
l4
R2(r)
k∑
i=1
(
aidt− Ξl2dφi
)2
−r
2
l2
R2(r)
k∑
i<j
(aidφj − ajdφi)2 + dr
2
f(r)
+
r2
l2
R2(r)dX2,
Ξ2 = 1 +
k∑
i=1
a2i
l2
, (11)
where ai’s are k rotation parameters. The functions f(r) and R(r) should be determined and l has
the dimension of length which is related to the cosmological constant Λ for the case of Liouville-
type potential with constant Φ. The angular coordinates are in the range 0 ≤ φi ≤ 2pi and dX2 is
the Euclidean metric on the (n− k − 1)-dimensional submanifold with volume Σn−k−1.
The Maxwell equation (5) can be integrated immediately to give
Ftr =
qΞe
4αΦ
n−1
(rR)n−1
Fφir = −
ai
Ξ
Ftr. (12)
6where q, is an integration constant related to the electric charge of the brane. In order to solve
the system of equations (3) and (4) for three unknown functions f(r), R(r) and Φ(r), we make the
ansatz
R(r) = e2αΦ/(n−1) (13)
Using (13), the Maxwell fields (12) and the metric (11), one can easily show that equations (3) and
(4) have solutions of the form
f(r) =
2Λ(α2 + 1)2b2γ
(n− 1)(α2 − n)r
2(1−γ) − m
r(n−1)(1−γ)−1
+
2q2(α2 + 1)2b−2(n−2)γ
(n− 1)(α2 + n− 2) r
2(n−2)(γ−1), (14)
Φ(r) =
(n− 1)α
2(1 + α2)
ln(
b
r
), (15)
where b and m are arbitrary constants and γ = α2/(α2 + 1). One may note that in the particular
case n = 3 these solutions reduce to the four-dimensional charged rotating dilaton black strings
presented in [17]. In the absence of a non-trivial dilaton (α = 0), the above solutions reduce to the
asymptotically AdS charged rotating black branes presented in [18, 19].
Properties of the solutions
In order to study the general structure of these solutions, we first look for the curvature singular-
ities in the presence of dilaton gravity. It is easy to show that the Kretschmann scalar RµνλκR
µνλκ
diverges at r = 0, it is finite for r 6= 0 and goes to zero as r → ∞. Thus, there is an essential
singularity located at r = 0. Also, it is notable to mention that the Ricci scaler is finite every
where except at r = 0, and goes to zero as r → ∞. The spacetime is neither asymptotically flat
nor (A)dS. As in the case of rotating black hole solutions of the Einstein gravity, the above metric
given by (11) and (14) has both Killing and event horizons. The Killing horizon is a null surface
whose null generators are tangent to a Killing field. It is easy to see that the Killing vector
χ = ∂t +
k∑
i=1
Ωi∂φi , (16)
is the null generator of the event horizon, where k denote the number of rotation parameters [21].
As one can see from Eq. (14), the solution is ill-defined for α =
√
n with a Liouville potential
(Λ 6= 0). The cases with α > √n and α < √n should be considered separately.
In the first case where α >
√
n, as r goes to infinity the dominant term is the second term,
and therefore the spacetime has a cosmological horizon for positive values of the mass parameter,
7despite the sign of the cosmological constant Λ. In the second case where α <
√
n, as r goes to
infinity the dominant term is the first term, and therefore there exist a cosmological horizon for
Λ > 0, while there is no cosmological horizons if Λ < 0 . Indeed, in the latter case (α <
√
n
and Λ < 0) the spacetimes associated with the solution (14) exhibit a variety of possible casual
structures depending on the values of the metric parameters α, m, q, and Λ. One can obtain the
casual structure by finding the roots of f(r) = 0. Unfortunately, because of the nature of the
exponents in (14), it is not possible to find explicitly the location of horizons for an arbitrary value
of α. But, we can obtain some information by considering the temperature of the horizons.
One can obtain the temperature and angular velocity of the horizon by analytic continuation
of the metric. The analytical continuation of the Lorentzian metric by t → iτ and a → ia yields
the Euclidean section, whose regularity at r = r+ requires that we should identify τ ∼ τ + β+ and
φi ∼ φi + β+Ωi, where β+ and Ωi ’s are the inverse Hawking temperature and the ith component
of angular velocity of the horizon. It is a matter of calculation to show that
T+ =
f
′
(r+)
4piΞ
=
1
4piΞ
(
(n− α2)m
α2 + 1
r+
(n−1)(γ−1) − 4q
2(α2 + 1)b−2(n−2)γ
(α2 + n− 2)r+γ r+
(2n−3)(γ−1)
)
= − 2(1 + α
2)
4piΞ(n− 1)
(
Λb2γr1−2γ+ +
q2b−2(n−2)γ
r+γ
r+
(2n−3)(γ−1)
)
, (17)
Ωi =
ai
Ξl2
. (18)
Equation (17) shows that the temperature is negative for the two cases of (i) α >
√
n despite
the sign of Λ, and (ii) positive Λ despite the value of α. As we argued above in these two cases
we encounter with cosmological horizons, and therefore the cosmological horizons have negative
temperature. Numerical calculations show that the temperature of the event horizon goes to zero
as the black brane approaches the extreme case. Thus, one can see from Eq. (17) that there exists
extreme black brane only for negative Λ and α <
√
n, if
r
(3−n)γ+n−2
ext =
4q2(1 + α2)2b−2(n−2)γ
mext(n− α2)(α2 + n− 2) (19)
where mext is the extremal mass parameter of black brane. If one substitutes this rext into the
equation f(rext) = 0, then one obtains the condition for extreme black brane as:
mext =
4q2(1 + α2)2b−2(n−2)γ
(n− α2)(α2 + n− 2)
(
−Λb2γ(n−1)
q2ext
) (3−n)γ+n−2
2(γ−1)(1−n)
(20)
Indeed, the metric of Eqs. (11) and (14) has two inner and outer horizons located at r− and
r+, provided the mass parameter m is greater than mext, an extreme black brane in the case of
8m = mext, and a naked singularity if m < mext. Note that for n = 3, Eq. (20) reduces to the
extremal mass obtained in Ref. [17] and in the absence of dilaton field (α = γ = 0) it reduces to
that obtained in [19].
IV. THERMODYNAMICS OF BLACK BRANES
Denoting the volume of the hypersurface boundary at constant t and r by Vn−1 = (2pi)
kΣn−k−1,
the mass and angular momentum per unit volume Vn−1 of the black branes (α <
√
n) can be
calculated through the use of Eqs. (9) and (10). We find
M =
b(n−1)γ
16piln−2
(
(n− α2)Ξ2 + α2 − 1
1 + α2
)
m, (21)
Ji =
b(n−1)γ
16piln−2
(
n− α2
1 + α2
)
Ξmai. (22)
For ai = 0 (Ξ = 1), the angular momentum per unit volume vanishes, and therefore ai’s are the
rotational parameters of the spacetime. Black hole entropy typically satisfies the so called area law
of the entropy [25]. This near universal law applies to almost all kinds of black holes and black
branes in Einstein gravity [26]. It is a matter of calculation to show that the entropy per unit
volume Vn−1 of the black brane is
S =
Ξb(n−1)γr
(n−1)(1−γ)
+
4ln−2
, (23)
which shows that the area law holds for the black brane solutions in dilaton gravity. Next, we
calculate the electric charge of the solutions. To determine the electric field we should consider
the projections of the electromagnetic field tensor on special hypersurfaces. The normal to such
hypersurfaces is
u0 =
1
N
, ur = 0, ui = −V
i
N
, (24)
where N and V i are the lapse function and shift vector. Then the electric field is Eµ =
gµρe
−4αφ
n−1 Fρνu
ν , and the electric charge per unit volume Vn−1 can be found by calculating the
flux of the electric field at infinity, yielding
Q =
Ξq
4piln−2
. (25)
The electric potential U , measured at infinity with respect to the horizon, is defined by [27]
U = Aµχ
µ |r→∞ −Aµχµ|r=r+ , (26)
9where χ is the null generators of the event horizon given by Eq. (16). One can easily show that
the vector potential Aµ corresponding to the electromagnetic tensor (12) can be written as
Aµ =
qb(3−n)γ
ΓrΓ
(
Ξδtµ − aiδiµ
)
(no sum on i). (27)
where Γ = (n− 3)(1 − γ) + 1. Therefore, the electric potential may be obtained as
U =
qb(3−n)γ
ΞΓr+Γ
. (28)
Then, we consider the first law of thermodynamics for the black brane. In order to do this, we
obtain the mass M as a function of extensive quantities S, J and Q. Using the expression for the
mass, the angular momenta, the entropy and the charge given in Eqs. (21)-(25) and the fact that
f(r+) = 0, one can obtain a Smarr- type formula as
M(S,J, Q) =
(
(n− α2)Z + α2 − 1)√∑ki Ji2
(n− α2)
√
Z(Z − 1) , (29)
where Z = Ξ2 is the positive real root of the following equation:
(n − 1)(α2 + n− 2)

n(α2 + 1)Z√Z(Z − 1)(4S
Z
)n−α2
n−1
− 16JZpi

 (30)
+32
√
Z(Z − 1)
(
4S
Z
)n+α2−2
1−n
(α2 + 1)(n− α2)pi2Q2 = 0. (31)
One may then regard the parameters S, J and Q as a complete set of extensive parameters for the
mass M(S,J, Q) and define the intensive parameters conjugate to S, J and Q. These quantities
are the temperature, the angular velocities and the electric potential
T =
(
∂M
∂S
)
J,Q
,Ωi =
(
∂M
∂Ji
)
S,Q
, U =
(
∂M
∂Q
)
S,J
(32)
Numerical calculations show that the intensive quantities calculated by Eq. (32) coincide with Eqs.
(17), (18) and (28). Thus, these thermodynamics quantities satisfy the first law of thermodynamics
dM = TdS +
k∑
i=1
ΩidJi + UdQ, (33)
V. STABILITY IN THE CANONICAL ENSEMBLE
Finally, we investigate the stability of charged rotating black brane solutions in dilaton gravity.
The stability of a thermodynamic system with respect to small variations of the thermodynamic
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FIG. 1: (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q versus α for n = 5, l = 1, r+ = 0.7, Ξ = 1.25, q = 0 (solid), q = 0.5 (dotted), and
q = 1 (dashed).
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FIG. 2: (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q versus α for q = 0.5, l = 1, r+ = 0.7, Ξ = 1.25, n = 4 (solid), n = 5 (dotted), and
n = 6 (dashed).
coordinates is usually performed by analyzing the behavior of the entropy S(M,J, Q) around the
equilibrium. The local stability in any ensemble requires that S(M,J, Q) be a convex function of
the extensive variables or its Legendre transformation must be a concave function of the intensive
variables. The stability can also be studied by the behavior of the energy M(S,Q,J) which should
be a convex function of its extensive variable. Thus, the local stability can in principle be carried
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FIG. 3: (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q versus α for q = 1.5, l = 1, r+ = 0.7, Ξ = 1.25, n = 4 (solid), n = 5 (dotted), and
n = 6 (dashed).
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FIG. 4: (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q versus q for n = 6, l = 1, r+ = 0.7, Ξ = 1.25, α = 1 (solid), α =
√
2 (dotted), and
α =
√
3 (dashed).
out by finding the determinant of the Hessian matrix of M(S,Q,J) with respect to its extensive
variables Xi, H
M
XiXj
= [∂2M/∂Xi∂Xj ] [27, 28]. In our case the mass M is a function of entropy,
angular momenta, and charge. The number of thermodynamic variables depends on the ensemble
that is used. In the canonical ensemble, the charge and the angular momenta are fixed parameters,
and therefore the positivity of the (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q is sufficient to ensure local stability. Numerical
12
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FIG. 5: (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q versus q for α =
√
2, l = 1, r+ = 0.7, Ξ = 1.25, n = 4 (solid), n = 5 (dotted), and
n = 6 (dashed).
calculations show that the black brane solutions are stable independent of the value of the charge
parameter q in any dimensions if α ≤ 1. Figure 1 shows the behavior of the (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q as a
function of the coupling constant parameter α for different value of charge parameters q. It shows
that if the dilaton coupling constant is greater than one (α > 1), then there exists a maximum value
of αmax for which (∂
2M/∂S2)J,Q is negative provided α > αmax and positive otherwise. That is
the black brane solutions are unstable for large values of α. It is worth to note that αmax depends
on the charge parameter q and the dimensionality of space time (see Figs. 1-3). On the other
hand, figure 4 shows the behavior of the (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q as a function of the charge parameter q
for different value of coupling constant parameter α. It shows that for a fixed value of α there is
a lower limit for charge parameter q, for which our solutions are only stable if q > qmin. In other
words, they show that electric charge makes the black brane stable for 1 < α < αmax. This fact
is the same as the case of Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole, in which charge makes it stable. Again,
in general qmin depends on the dimensionality of space time for a fixed value of α, as one can see
from Fig. 5.
VI. CLOSING REMARKS
Unfortunately, exact rotating solutions of the Einstein equation coupled to matter fields are
difficult to find except in a limited number of cases. Indeed, no explicit rotating charged black hole
13
solutions with curved horizon have been found except for some dilaton couplings such as α =
√
3
[11] or α = 1 when the string three-form Habc is included [29]. For general dilaton coupling,
the properties of charged dilaton black holes have been investigated only for rotating solutions
with infinitesimally small angular momentum [13] or small charge [12]. Recently, charged rotating
black string solution with flat horizon has been constructed in four dimensions. Till now, exact
rotating charged dilaton black brane solutions for an arbitrary coupling constant in more than four
dimensions has not been constructed. In this paper, we obtained a class of (n + 1)-dimensional
charged rotating dilaton black brane solutions with Liouville-type potentials . We found that these
solutions are neither asymptotically flat nor (A)dS. In the presence of Liouville-type potential,
we obtained exact solutions provided α 6= √n. For α = 0, these solutions reduce to the charged
rotating black brane solutions of [18, 19], while for n = 3, these solutions reduce to the four-
dimensional charged rotating dilaton black string presented in [17]. We found that these solutions
have a cosmological horizon for (i) α >
√
n despite the sign of Λ, and (ii) positive values of Λ,
despite the magnitude of α. For α <
√
n, the solutions present black branes with outer and inner
horizons if m > mext, an extreme black hole if m = mext, and a naked singularity if m < mext.
The Hawking temperature of all the above horizons were computed. We found that the Hawking
temperature is negative for inner and cosmological horizons, and it is positive for outer horizons.
We also computed the conserved and thermodynamics quantities of the (n+1)-dimensional rotating
charged black brane, and found that they satisfy the first law of thermodynamics.
We also performed a stability analysis in canonical ensemble by considering (∂2M/∂S2)J,Q for
the charged rotating black brane solutions in (n + 1) dimensions and showed that there is no
Hawking-Page phase transition in spite of charge and angular momentum of the branes for α ≤ 1,
while the solutions have an unstable phase for large values of α. Indeed, for fixed values of the
metric parameters, we found that there exists a maximum value of α > 1 for which the solutions
are unstable if α > αmax, where αmax depends on the dimensionality of the spacetime and the
metric parameters m and q. This phase behavior shows that although there is no Hawking-Page
transition for black object whose horizon is diffeomorphic to Rp for α ≤ 1 and therefore the system
is always in the high temperature phase [30], but in the presence of dilaton with α > 1 the black
brane solutions have some unstable phases. Note that the (n + 1)-dimensional charged rotating
solutions obtained here have flat horizons. Thus, it would be interesting if one can construct
charged rotating solutions in (n + 1) dimensions in the presence of dilaton and electromagnetic
fields with curved horizons.
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